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YOGA MATS

Moon Eclipse yoga mat 

Sun Eclipse yoga mat 

Classic Cork yoga mat 

Materials 
Samarali yoga mat is made of natural cork on one 
side and natural rubber on the other hand. The 
cork comes from of cork oak trees that are 
harvested every 9 years without damaging the 
tree. 

Natural rubber is made from the white liquid 
(latex) which is removed from the rubber trees. 
There are approx. 200 different types of trees 
worldwide from which this rubber can be 
extracted. 

Environmentally friendly 
These yoga mats do not contain PVC, BPA or other 
plastics or toxins. This makes them an ideal 
alternative for other types of synthetic mats. 
The mats are breathable, comfortable, pleasant to 
the skin and will not curl at the edges.

Unique Central Asian design 
Our yoga mats are designed in accordance with our 
core values that appreciate our Central Asian 
heritage and culture.

Antimicrobial properties 
The cork yoga mat has self-cleaning properties, 
meaning that it is anti-bacterial, rot resistant, 
prevents the growth of mold and it perfectly 
handles sweat and odor, especially after intensive 
yoga exercises. 

Grip
The slip-resistant properties of our cork yoga mats 
helps you to keep your balance, even during 
intensive yoga exercises. Its cushioning properties 
absorb pressure instead of displacing it, making 
your exercises even more comfortable and 
enjoyable. 

Carry strap 
The cotton carry strap included in the package is 
small enough so it can be tucked away anywhere, 
but strong enough that it enables you to carry your 
yoga mat anywhere you want, problem-free.

Sustainable packaging 
Our products and packaging have a minimal 
impact on nature. We don’t use plastic for 
packaging but only cardboard or other sustainable 
materials.

Product care 
Please clean the surface of the mat with a wet 
towel. For a deeper cleaning please use cloth 
diluted in soap or vinegar. You shouldn’t forget to 
rinse it with water and dry it before rolling it back 
up.

SPECIFICATIONS
• Sizes: 183 x 61 x 0.4 cm
• Weight: 2.5 kg 
• Mat + box + belt weight: 2.7 kg / set
• Comes with cotton yoga strap 
• You can download our yoga e-book using the 

QR code in the inside package



ACCESSORIES

Material
Made from 100% natural materials and covered by 
the finest Portuguese cork, our yoga accessories 
are the perfect addition to your asana of choice.

Our cork accessories are an ecological alternative 
for plastic yoga gear. Given that cork is a  
biodegradable material, the use of it won’t harm 
the nature nor create any waste. 

Lightweight
Due to THE lightweight qualities of our cork 
accessories, it is easy to carry them to places 
outside your home.

Yoga blocks                                                                      
It’s a perfect tool to assist you during exercise. The 
yoga block is wide enough to provide support for 
arm balancing exercises and support for the 
(lower) back during supine exercises. 

Our cork blocks have rounded edges which lie well 
in the hand and will prevent pressure points

Non slip surface                                                                         

The surface is very pleasant for the skin due to the 

natural material used for its production. The slip-

resistant properties will make your exercises more 

comfortable as well, even during active yoga 

exercises. 

Packaging                                                                                  

Our products and packaging have a minimal 

impact on nature. We do not use plastic for 

packaging but only cardboard and other 

sustainable materials.

Cleaning

Cleaning our cork accessories won’t require 

extensive maintenance. Wiping them with a wet 

cloth and soap water will certainly help to keep it 

clean. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: cork

Block 
• Size: 22.7 x 15 x 7.5 cm
• Weight: 515 gram

Massage ball
• Diameter : 7.5 cm
• Weight: 50 gram

Roller
• Size: 30 x 15 cm
• Weight: 1650 gram

Yoga block 

Massage ball

Massage roller



TRAVEL BACKPACK

Material
The material of the backpack is made of finest 

quality of the cork fabric, fully manufactured in 
Portugal. This material is soft to the touch and easy 
to clean with soap and water. 

Lightweight and waterproof 
It is easy to carry this back pack due to its 
lightweight qualities, which make it perfect for 
traveling. Besides, you don’t have to worry about 
the weather either because everything you will 
take with you inside of this bag will stay dry.

Comfort
The adjustable straps of our Travel backpack are 
located at the bottom. This way, it will secure your 
mat while you travel, freeing up useful storage 
space and making it effortless to carry.

Space
Our travel backpack has several compartments 
both inside and out to take anything you might 
need for travel or just shopping around. 

100% vegan and eco-friendly 
The backpack is made from cork and untested on 
animals. The natural materials used make this 
backpack the perfect alternative to other back 
packs made from plastic or animal skin. 

Packaging
Our products and packaging have a minimal 
impact on nature. We do not use plastic for 
packaging but only cardboard and other 
sustainable materials.

Technical details: 

• One main compartment with zip closure               
• Two large compartments inside                               
• One compartment with zip closure in the front    
• One compartment with zip closure in the back
• Shoulder strap                                                   
• Adjustable strap for your mat on the bottom

SPECIFICATIONS

• Size: 40 x 14 x 31 cm (Height x Width x Length)

• Weight: 1.2 kg

• Outside Material: Cork



YOGA MAT CARRY BAG

Material 

This cork bag is made of the finest Portuguese. 

Cork is a durable material, making this bag not 

only soft to the touch, anti-microbial and easy to 

clean, but  resilient as well.

Space 

This cork bag has enough space to accommodate 

even very wide yoga mats (up to 68 – 69 cm) and 

will still have some space for additional 

accessories.  

Lightweight

With a weight of only 410 grams this cork yoga bag 

is perfect to use as a carry bag if you are planning 

to go to yoga studio, work outside or even travel. 

Waterproof 

Given that the material of the carry bag is 

waterproof cork, your yoga mat will stay dry in any 

kind of weather conditions. 

Packaging

Our products and packaging have a minimal 
impact on nature. We do not use plastic for 
packaging but only cardboard and other 
sustainable materials.

Technical details: 

• The Cork bag surface is made of 100% natural 

cork harvested and produced in Portugal

• One zipper across the length of the yoga bag

• One external pocket to store your phone or 

other valuables during your trip. The external 

pocket can be closed with velcro

• Waterproof

SPECIFICATIONS

• Size: 70 x 16 cm (Length x Width)

• Weight: 410 g

• Outside Material: Cork



CUSHIONS (PILLED & CRESCENT) 

A good and comfortable meditation cushion is vital 
whilst practicing certain asanas related to 
meditation. The meditation cushion offers the 
height under your pelvis for a comfortable healthy 
posture and enables you to hold a straight spine. 
Our cushions adapt ideally to any sitting position 
and support a stable and comfortable posture.

As our products have a minimal impact on nature, 
this cushion carries GOTS certification on 100% 
organic cotton and is ethically produced. We also 
do not use plastic for packaging but only cardboard 
or other sustainable materials.

Material

Both outer and inner fabric of the yoga cushion are 

made from organic cotton. The outer cover is easily 

washable in the washing machine. The care labels 

on the cushion will provide you the required 

guidance.

Adjustable

Both the outer and inner fabric contain strong 

zippers which will last longer than standard 

zippers.  Besides, due to availability of zippers you 

can easily infill required amount of buckwheat 

halls to adjust the hight based on your comfort and, 

thus, it helps with keeping your posture straight.

Inner filling

The inner filling of the cushions - organic 

buckwheat hulls - is ethically sourced and we fill 

the cushions in the Netherlands.

Ethically produced and shipped

Our meditation cushions are ethically produced in 

India and shipped to Netherlands. It has GOTS 

(Global Organic Textile Standard) certification –

the highest possible certification you can get for 

organically grown cotton fabric. It is recognised as 

the world’s leading processing standard for textiles 

made from organic fibres. It defines high-level 

environmental criteria along the entire organic 

textiles supply chain and requires compliance with 

social criteria as well.

Design

All our meditation products have our personal 

touch. The handle of our meditation cushions is 

decorated with a beautiful embroidery reflecting 

our Central Asian heritage. Besides, our cushions 

are easy to carry anywhere due to its portable 

handle at the front of the cushion. 

SPECIFICATIONS
• Size pilled cushion: 25 x 17 cm (diameter x 

height)

• Size crescent cushion: 34 x 20 x 17 cm 

(width x length x height)

• Weight: 1.85/1.97 kg

• Material: 100% organic cotton (GOTS)

• Has 2 layers 

• Cushions are filled with organic buckwheat 

hulls in the Netherlands

• Possible to infill to adjust the hight as the 

inner layer has a zipper 

• Care instruction is provided in the label of 

cushion 

• Available in 6 natural colours



BOLSTERS
The yoga bolsters provide support and comfort 
during various yoga asanas. It is mostly used for 
restorative type of yoga for deep stretching and 
breathing exercises. The bolster provides required 
support for the back, neck, lower back, poplars, 
arms, and legs.

Unlike most bolsters the Samarali bolster has a 
central handle so you can carry it from home to 
anywhere you need.

As our products have a minimal impact on nature, 
this bolster carries GOTS certification on 100% 
organic cotton and is ethically produced. We also 
do not use plastic for packaging but only cardboard 
or other sustainable materials.

Material

Both outer and inner fabric of the bolster are made 

from organic cotton. The outer cover is easily 

washable in the washing machine. The care labels 

on the bolster will provide you the required 

guidance.

Adjustable

Both the outer and inner fabric contain strong 

zippers which will last longer than standard 

zippers. The zipping area of the bolsters is long 

enough to make it easy to remove the outer fabric 

for cleaning and put it back when required without 

damaging the fabric or zipper. Besides, due to 

availability of zippers you can easily increase or 

reduce the amount of buckwheat hulls in the 

bolster.

Ethically produced and shipped

Our bolsters are ethically produced in India and 

shipped to Netherlands. It has GOTS (Global 

Organic Textile Standard) certification – the 

highest possible certification you can get for 

organically grown cotton fabric. It is recognised as 

the world’s leading processing standard for textiles 

made from organic fibres. It defines high-level 

environmental criteria along the entire organic 

textiles supply chain and requires compliance with 

social criteria as well.

The inner filling of the bolsters - organic 

buckwheat hulls - is ethically sourced and we fill 

the bolsters with buckwheat hulls in the 

Netherlands.

Design

All our meditation products have our personal 

touch. The handle of our meditation cushions is 

decorated with a beautiful embroidery reflecting 

our Asian heritage. Besides, our bolsters are easy 

to carry anywhere due to its portable handle at the 

front of the bolsters. 

SPECIFICATIONS
• Size: 20 cm x 66 cm (diameter x length)

• Weight: 3.9 kg

• Material: 100% organic cotton (GOTS)

• Has 2 layers 

• Filled with organic buckwheat hulls in the 

Netherlands

• Possible to infill to adjust the hight as the 

inner layer has a zipper 

• Care instruction is provided in the label

• Available in 6 natural colours



MEDITATION MATS

Our meditation mat is a perfect addition to your 
meditation asanas. It is mostly used in combination 
with cushion. The cushion will help you with 
posture and the straight spine, whilst the 
meditation mat will free up from pressure points 
both on your knees, ankles as well as keep them 
away from cold. A meditation mat is extremely 
helpful for frequent and prolonged meditation 
exercises.

Our meditation mats are filled with recycled wool 
fibres. It provides an ideal cushioning absorbing 
your weight without being compressed. 

As our products have a minimal impact on nature, 
this mat carries GOTS certification on 100% 
organic cotton and is ethically produced. We also 
do not use plastic for packaging but only cardboard 
or other sustainable materials.

Material

Both outer and inner fabric of the meditation mat 

are made from organic cotton. The outer cover is 

easily washable in the washing machine. The care 

label on the mat will provide you the required 

guidance.

Recycled wool fibres used as a filling for mediation 

mats are another sustainable solution for 

meditation mats filing. It saves a significant 

amount of water, reduces land use for sheep 

grazing and avoids the use of chemicals for dyeing. 

Ethically produced and shipped
Our meditation mats are ethically produced in 
India and shipped to Netherlands. It has GOTS 
(Global Organic Textile Standard) certification –
the highest possible certification you can get for 
organically grown cotton fabric. It is recognised as 
the world's leading processing standard for textiles 
made from organic fibres. It defines high-level 
environmental criteria along the entire organic 
textiles supply chain and requires compliance with 
social criteria as well.

Design
All our meditation products have our personal 
touch. One side of our meditation mat is decorated 
with a beautiful embroidery reflecting our Asian 
heritage. 

SPECIFICATIONS
• Size: 90 x 70 x 5 cm (width x length x height)

• Weight: 3.12 kg

• Material: 100% organic cotton

• GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard) 

• Has 2 layers - sturdy outer layer for 

durability & inner cotton fabric 

• Inner fabric of the mat is filled with felt 

sheets of recycled wool fibres

• Beautiful embroidery on the side of the 

meditation mat

• Care instruction is provided in the label of 

the mat 

• Available in 6 natural colours



EAN CODING OF PRODUCTS

YOGA MATS

• 5060713080046 - Sun Eclipse yoga mat 
• 5060713080039 - Moon Eclipse yoga mat 
• 5060713080022 - Classic Cork yoga mat 
• 5060713080244 - Shade Cork yoga mat

ACCESSORIES

• 5060713080053 – Yoga block
• 5060713080077 – Massage ball
• 5060713080251 – Massage roller

YOGA BAGS

• 5060713080091 – Travel backpack
• 5060713080084 – Carry bag

YOGA MEDITATION

MEDITATION MATS

• 5060713080299 - Meditation mat - Grey
• 5060713089995 - Meditation mat - Purple
• 5060713080206 - Meditation mat - Denim blue
• 5060713080213 - Meditation mat - Maroon 
• 5060713080220 - Meditation mat – Green
• 5060713080237 - Meditation mat - Orange

YOGA MEDITATION

CUSHIONS – PILLED

• 5060713080268 - Meditation cushion pilled - Grey
• 5060713080114 - Meditation cushion pilled – Purple
• 5060713080121 - Meditation cushion pilled - Denim blue
• 5060713080138 - Meditation cushion pilled - Maroon 
• 5060713080145 - Meditation cushion pilled – Green
• 5060713080152 - Meditation cushion pilled – Orange

CUSHIONS – CRESCENT

• 5060713080275 - Meditation cushion crescent - Grey
• 5060713080176 - Meditation cushion crescent – Purple
• 5060713080183 - Meditation cushion crescent - Denim blue
• 5060713080190 - Meditation cushion crescent – Maroon
• 5060713089902 - Meditation cushion crescent – Green
• 5060713089919 - Meditation cushion crescent - Orange

BOLSTERS

• 5060713080282 - Bolster – Grey
• 5060713089933 - Bolster – Purple
• 5060713089940 - Bolster - Denim Blue
• 5060713089957 - Bolster - Maroon
• 5060713089964 - Bolster – Green
• 5060713089971 - Bolster - Orange 
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